Introduction
The current stage in the development of the economy and law poses more and more difficult challenges for legislators. The emergence of new financial and economic instruments requires the development of adequate measures of administrative and legal impact on economic relations. legal and economic issues related to the circulation of cryptocurrencies are in the zone of close attention of domestic and foreign researchers. The scientific interest in digital currencies is comparable to the high demands that investors demonstrate in the markets. The relevance of this study can be evidenced by the fact that at the iv BriCs legal Forum in moscow, in December 2017, a decision was made to set up a working group to work out common approaches to the legal regulation of cryptocurrencies and their turnover in the BriCs countries.
1 There is also a similar task for the eurasian economic union. The greatest complexity of the study is associated with the rapidly changing approaches to regulation, from full liberalization to prohibition.
The purpose of the study is to carry out a comparative analysis of the legal approaches to the regulation of cryptocurrencies within BriCs and the eurasian economic union (eeu). The subject of the study is the cryptocurrency as an economic and legal phenomenon. it should be noted that many studies have focused on Bitcoin, which is the most popular digital currency. This narrow focus on one form of cryptocurrency seems insufficiently justified, since at the legislative level other digital assets are also understood as cryptocurrency. in view of the rapidly changing situation, it is necessary to take into account that all data are given as of December 2018. 
Cryptocurrency: Definition, Advantages and Problems
The term "cryptocurrency" originally was used by the Bitcoin system introduced in 2009. Cryptocurrency is a type of digital currency whose operations are based on methods of cryptography. The word "crypto" comes from greek, meaning "hidden" or "private. " Cryptocurrency, then, means money that is made hidden and privateand therefore secure -by means of encryption, or coding.
The general arguments for cryptocurrencies are based on the following advantages:
1. Decentralization, freedom and trust. The system does not require a central authority; its state is maintained through distributed consensus. 2 2. global usage and opportunities for integration. Cryptocurrencies can be used throughout the world, as they do not refer to national currencies. This is very important in the context of economic, political and legal integration.
3. income opportunities. investors' interest in cryptocurrencies is explained by the opportunity of high income (returns) without taxes and control.
4. From a state-legal position, cryptocurrencies also have great potential. in russia 70 percent of the country's gross domestic product comes from the sale of mineral resources such as oil, gas and coal. Developing digital technologies can help to reduce the country's dependence on natural recourses.
5. Cost reduction. unlike traditional money, cryptocurrency is not issued in the form of coins or banknotes. Because of this, the costs of production and protection against forgery are reduced. The use of digital technology can significantly reduce the cost of organizing monetary circulation.
Despite the presence of significant advantages, cryptocurrencies carry a number of risks and threats:
1. lack of clear legislative approaches. The legislation of most countries does not allow the circulation and emission of currencies other than those of the national state on the territory of the state. The financial legislation regulating monetary turnover was formed in the 20 th century, which makes it difficult to apply them in the digital economy of the 21 st century. The very word "currency" introduces a significant difficulty, since from the position of the classic approach "cryptocurrencies" cannot be considered to be money. Cryptocurrency is understood through such concepts as "money surrogate, " "financial instrument, " "commodity, " "security" and "property. " 3 in some countries, the authorities and scholars use the words "virtual currencies, " "altcoins" and "digital currencies. " in this paper, we will use the term "cryptocurrenсy. "
2. lack of state guarantees. since the state does not issue and even in most cases does not regulate cryptocurrency, there are no state guarantees for investors and users. The lack of state guarantees significantly hinders the use of cryptocurrency and raises a lot of questions. Can we use cryptocurrency to pay wages and taxes? Can we inherit it? Can we lend it?
3. volatility and high risks for the investor. most cryptocurrencies are subject to significant fluctuations in their value. Periods of rising value may be followed by a collapse in value. volatility increases the risk of investment by private investors, banks, corporations, etc.
4. uncertainties in accounting and taxation. investors' interest in cryptocurrencies is primarily connected with the possibility of earning income quickly. The tax legislation of many countries, including russia, does not yet contain clear rules on the taxation of such earnings.
5. Criminal use. in 2017 in the united states, the first ever case of fraud in an initial coin offer (iCo) was instituted. at the moment, the u.s. Federal Bureau of investigation is conducting more than 100 different investigations of connected crimes, including human trafficking and money laundering. The experience of the russian Federation shows that cryptocurrencies are already being actively used in the criminal environment, for example as a payment for drugs. on the one hand, the use of the blockchain system can positively influence the investigation of crimes, but, on the other hand, the anonymity of cryptocurrencies facilitates the commission of crimes. 6. high technological risks. Cryptocurrency is used on the internet, so a very important consideration of this technology is security. What will we do in the event that there is a hacker attack or blackout? is it really safe to trust technology, computers and software?
large-scale problems increase the value of conducting a comparative legal analysis and evaluation of the experiences of countries belonging to integration unions. Below are the results of the analysis of the legislative framework in the BriCs countries and the eurasian economic union.
Legal Regulation of Cryptocurrencies in BRICS
Brazil. The market for cryptocurrency was almost absent in Brazil during 2014. however, in 2017 it was estimated at us$2.5 billion. The number of Bitcoin traders in Brazil was twice as high as the number of investors registered on the sao Paulo stock exchange -Brasil Bolsa Balcao. as of December 2017, there were 619,000 registered users on the exchange. The three largest Bitcoin-exchanges of the country, which account for 95% of all cryptocurrency transactions in Brazil, had 1. customers. in addition, there were Bitcoin traders that use foreign exchanges or trade offline.
in particular, the number of the Brazilian crypto-exchange mercado Bitcoin clients during 2017 increased by 275% and reached 750,000. The daily number of new users increased from 500 to 5,000. The largest Brazilian investment company, XP investimentos, plans to enter the cryptocurrency market and launch a brokerage Bitcoin-exchange. XP investimentos, which manages more than $35 billion for about 500 thousand customers, has already registered the company XDeX intermediacao lTDa with confirmed capital of $7.3 million.
Despite the optimism of investors, Brazil's government institutions are wary of cryptocurrencies. Brazilian legislation in the field of regulation of the use of virtual currencies has been steadily tightening controls since 2015.
The Brazilian government established a commission in may 2017 to examine the regulation of the country's cryptocurrencies. seven public hearings were held during which experts consulted with politicians on this topic. The decision was made to designate our position as prohibitive, prevent commercialization of the cryptocurrency and… not allow its usage for mediation purposes and as a method of payment in the country.
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The lower chamber of the national Congress began discussing a bill that proposed to prohibit cryptocurrencies and equate their use to financial crimes as of December 2017.
The President of the Central Bank of Brazil, ilan goldfine, has said:
Bitcoin is an unsupported financial asset that people buy because they think that it will be valued. This is a typical bubble or pyramid... The central bank is not interested in bubbles or illegal payments. Id. many respects, it has already become an industrialized business. home mining has also become a source of income for a number of crypto-enthusiasts. amateur mining is very popular in russia, because electricity rates for individual consumers are quite low: in some russian regions, prices are currently below $0.03 per kWh.
The law regulating the circulation of cryptocurrencies has not yet been adopted in the russian Federation. legislators find it difficult to develop conceptual approaches because of the novelty of the phenomenon under consideration. The need to expand knowledge about the features of digital currency circulation is indicated by the placement of a notice by the state Duma on holding an open tender for rendering expert analysis services on the topic "legislative regulation of the introduction and Practical implementation of modern Financial Technologies. analysis of international experience and the modality of adaptation in russian Practice." The maximum contract amount was set at 2.5 million rubles (approximately $40 thousand). 7 several draft laws have been submitted to the state Duma. an analysis of their texts shows that it is still difficult for the russian legislators to determine the legal nature of this phenomenon. The authors of the draft laws adhere to fundamentally different approaches, from a complete ban on transactions with the digital currency to full liberalization. The attitude towards crypto-mining is much more positive than the use of cryptocurrency in general, as mining does not contradict russian law. Proposals have been made to introduce a preferential tax regime and even tax breaks for miners in the energy-rich country.
The concept of "cryptocurrency" also remains unclear. article 75 of the Constitution of the russian Federation determines that the ruble is the monetary unit, and the issue of other money is not allowed. Proceeding from this, the authors of the bill use the term "digital financial asset, " referring to it as property. in turn, cryptocurrencies and tokens are classified as types of digital financial assets. on 1 June 2018, the draft law on the regulation of cryptocurrency was adopted in the first reading with the following rules: -The draft law defined "cryptocurrency" and "token" as digital financial assets, i.e. as property created in electronic form using cryptographic devices.
8 information on such property is stored in digital wallets, those being hardware and software devices; -The activity of digital financial assets' exchange operators is subject to licensing (license of professional participants in securities markets or license of trade organizer is required); -The activity of foreign legal entities acting as operators may be conducted subject to establishment of a russian legal entity in the territory of the russian Federation and the obtaining of a license; 7 information on holding an open tender for procurement no. 0173100009617000107 (Jan. 8, 2019), available at http://zakupki.gov.ru/epz/order/notice/printForm/view.html?printFormid=49515635. -Tokens should be issued on the basis of a public offer containing the information specified in the draft law; -issuers of tokens will be obliged to disclose information both in the public offer and in the investment memorandum, which must also conform to the requirements of the draft law.
although the draft law, adopted in the first reading, does not regulate all issues associated with mining, it defines mining as an activity aimed at the creation of cryptocurrency and/or validation in order to receive remuneration in the form of cryptocurrency. Based on the draft law, mining may be considered entrepreneurial activity subject to specific conditions (if during a three-month period the person exceeds the energy consumption limits established by the government of the russian Federation).
The changes should be implemented by amendments to the Civil Code of the russian Federation in parallel with the enactment of new laws. The draft law "on introduction of amendments to Parts one, Two and Four of the Civil Code of the russian Federation" was introduced on 26 march 2018. among other things, the draft law proposes to introduce in the Civil Code basic terms and general rules that may serve as the basis for more specific and detailed regulation of the existing objects of economic relations. mainly, the provisions of this draft law relate to the introduction of definitions of "digital law" and "digital money. " in the second reading, the bill "on Digital Financial assets" was changed radically. First, it will not regulate taxation. The Federal Tax service will have to decide on its own whether it will tax such operations. references about mining and cryptocurrencies were also removed from the bill. after long discussions, the bill was returned to the first reading in november 2018. We can conclude that russian legislators still do not have a clear idea about the economic and legal nature of cryptocurrency.
Despite the absence of legislative regulation of the circulation of cryptocurrencies, judicial practice is gradually beginning to be formed in the russian Federation. For example, in march 2018 the moscow arbitration Court considered the question of whether funds in the form of a cryptocurrency can be included in the insolvency estate when the debtor is declared bankrupt. in the opinion of the financial manager, the cryptocurrency can be attributed to the property and must be included in the insolvency estate. representatives of the debtor objected to the claimed petition, explained that, The current legislation of the russian Federation does not regulate relations of the cryptocurrencies, the cryptocurrency is not an object of civil rights, the protection of the right on the cryptocurrency is not provided by the power of the state, and the cryptocurrency cannot be attributed to the debtor's property.
The court of the first instance took the side of the defendant, and did not support the arguments of the financial manager, which is why the cryptocurrency was not included in the insolvency estate.
9 however, the ninth appellate Court of moscow canceled the previous decision of the court of first instance and included bitcoins in the insolvency estate. The analysis of this case is very revealing, since it becomes obvious that the inclusion of cryptocurrencies in civil circulation raises questions about inheritance and inclusion in the insolvency estate during bankruptcy procedure. The absence of legislative acts leads to the formation of controversial judicial practice.
India. The indian government has not yet decided its position on Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. The reserve Bank of india (rBi) issued a warning to investors about the risks of operations with cryptocurrencies, comparing them to financial pyramid schemes. a number of major world banks, including Citibank india in early 2018, banned the possibility of using credit cards when purchasing cryptocurrency. The position of the rBi is the following: rapid changes in the landscape of the payments industry along with factors such as emergence of private digital tokens and the rising costs of managing fiat paper/metallic money have led central banks around the world to explore the option of introducing fiat digital currencies. While many central banks are still engaged in the debate, an inter-departmental group has been constituted by the reserve Bank to study and provide guidance on the desirability and feasibility to introduce a central bank digital currency. The report will be submitted by end-June 2018. Technological innovations, including those underlying virtual currencies, have the potential to improve the efficiency and inclusiveness of the financial system. however, virtual Currencies (vCs), also variously referred to as crypto currencies and crypto assets, raise concerns of consumer protection, market integrity and money laundering, among others. reserve Bank has repeatedly cautioned users, holders and traders of virtual currencies, including Bitcoins, regarding various risks associated in dealing with such virtual currencies. in view of the associated risks, it has been decided that, with immediate effect, entities regulated by rBi shall not deal with or provide services to any individual or business entities dealing with or settling vCs. regulated entities which already provide such services shall exit the relationship within a specified time. and reaction from the business community. For example, Zebpay was one of india's largest cryptocurrency exchanges. nevertheless, its exchange activities in india were shut down at the end of september 2018 due to the cryptocurrency banking ban. The country's supreme court is willing to hear a case instituted by Zebpay, but the case keeps being postponed. representatives from the ministry of Finance submitted that the rBi circular as well as warnings issued by the ministry of Finance on 29 December 2017, and by Finance minister arun Jaitley in his budget speech on 1 February 2018, are in line with the first inter-ministerial (interdisciplinary) committee's recommendations on cryptocurrencies. The country has begun work on the creation of a law for cryptocurrency regulation.
China, with its high rate of economic growth, plays an important role in the world economy, including in the circulation of cryptocurrencies. a goldman sachs report has shown that almost 80% of Bitcoin trading volume is held in rmB, only 19% of the exchange is in u.s. dollars and even less (1%) is in euros.
11 China is considered to be the world center of mining. Because of cheap electricity and developed infrastructure, as well as manufacturers of inexpensive hardware based in China, the country takes a leading position in both trade and mining. operations with cryptocurrencies were carried out without a commission on Chinese exchanges until 2018, which facilitated the attraction of investors.
The high interest in cryptocurrencies in China has caused a large outflow of capital. according to Chainanalysis, in 2016 $2 billion were withdrawn from China. The government of the People's republic of China then began to pay more attention to monitoring the trade operations of bitcoin-yuan. The People's Bank of China subsequently banned Bitcoin transactions in banks, retailers and payment operators, including alipay and Tencent.
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Chinese banks are required to notify the national regulator of all money transfer transactions of more than 50,000 yuan (about $7,000). in 2018, the largest Chinese cryptocurrency exchangers such as BTCC, huobi and oKCoin announced the introduction of a commission for transactions with Bitcoin and litecoin in the amount of 0.2% for each transaction. measures have been introduced to "cut speculation" and "prevent volatility" in the digital currency market. in early January 2018, the Chinese authorities decided to stop the country's mining of bitcoins because of the consumption of a huge amount of electricity and rising speculation with virtual currencies. The introduced measures are aimed at the complete elimination of all areas of exchange and trade services for cryptocurrencies both in mainland China and in hong Kong. The head of the Central Bank of the russian Federation, e. nabiullina, noted that, "China is following the path of prohibitions. " 13 The introduction of bans on operations with cryptocurrencies in China was one of the reasons for the sharp decline in the rate of Bitcoin in early 2018. in spite of introducing restrictions and bans on virtual currencies, the Chinese government as a whole positively assesses the technology of the blockchain. in mid-march 2018, the issue of creating national standards to stimulate the development of blocking and distributed ledger technology (DlT) in the country began to be developed.
The Republic of South Africa (RSA). The positions reflecting the approaches to the regulation of cryptocurrencies in south africa are reflected in the "Position Paper on virtual Currencies. "
14 Their essence boils down to the following: -There is no separate regulatory act or law about regulation of cryptocurrencies in the rsa; -virtual currencies are not recognized as a method of payment, since the requirements for money are not observed, such as: a stable means of exchange, units of measurement and a stable unit of value. instead of using the term "cryptocurrency" the term "cyber-token" has been proposed; -Due to the lack of the necessary legislative base, the protection of investors' rights is not guaranteed, thus operations should be carried out by the investor with an understanding of the high level of risk;
-The current legislation in the field of currency control of south africa limits the opportunities for citizens there to transfer funds abroad for investment in virtual currencies.
The foregoing allows us to assess the approach to the regulation of cryptocurrencies in south africa as conservative.
Legal Regulation of Cryptocurrencies in the Eurasian Economic Union
as mentioned earlier, the experience of regulating the currency by the nearest neighbor countries and partners in the eeu is of great importance for the russian Federation. The Republic of Belarus. The most consistent regulation of cryptocurrencies circulation is carried out in the republic of Belarus. in order to develop the innovation sphere and build a modern digital economy in the state, the President of the republic of Belarus on 21 December 2017 signed Decree no. 8 "on the Development of the Digital economy. " First of all, it should be noted that during the development of the document the opinions of experts not only those of the Belarusian high-Technology Park but also those of the largest iT companies in Belarus were collected and analyzed. in addition, consulting companies and legal firms contributed their input on the decree. The decree supports all the ideas and initiatives of the iT community and, as the Belarusian mass media has stated, can rightfully be called revolutionary.
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This normative act is designed to create the conditions for the introduction into the economy of the republic of Belarus of blockchain technology for transactions registration and other technologies based on the principles of distribution, decentralization and security of operations performed with their use. it should be pointed out that before the adoption of the decree, the circulation of digital assets (tokens) was not regulated by legislation of the republic of Belarus, and they were not the object of legal relations. 16 Today, the key statements of the decree establish that legal entities (primarily residents of the Belarusian high Technology Park) and individuals have the right to own tokens and perform the following operations: mining, storing tokens in virtual wallets, exchanging tokens for other tokens, their acquisition, alienation for Belarusian rubles, foreign currency, electronic money, as well as donation and bequeathing of tokens.
The activities of mining, acquiring and alienation of tokens, carried out by individuals independently without involving other individuals under labor and (or) civil law contracts, are not considered to be business activities in the republic of Belarus. also, tokens are not subject to declaration. in addition, in accordance with the decree statements, participants involved in the use of modern technologies are granted significant benefits and preferences. Thus, until 1 January 2023 the following are not recognized as objects of taxation: -Turnover, profit (income) of legal entities from mining activities and the creation, acquisition, alienation of tokens; -income of individuals from mining activities, acquisitions (including gifts), alienation of tokens for Belarusian rubles, foreign currency, electronic money and (or) exchange for other tokens.
The decree also establishes that it is not required to obtain special permission (a license) for the activities of legal entities which are related to the development and (or) application of the technology of transaction blocks registration (blockchain); the activities of individuals in the implementation of mining, storing, acquisition, alienation of tokens; the activities of legal entities during storage, acquisition, alienation of tokens, and other transactions with them. Tokens do not relate to funds in the meaning defined by the legislation on preventing the legalization of proceeds from crime, financing terrorist activities and financing the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.
in addition, the decree provides a field for a legal experiment within the Belarusian high Technology Park to approve new legal institutions for the possibility of their implementation in the civil legislation of the republic of Belarus. For this purpose, the residents of the high Technology Park were given the right to conclude a contract for a convertible loan, as well as to execute transactions through a smart contract. The ministry of Finance in minsk has developed a new standard that specifies the procedures for keeping accounting records of crypto transactions. The document does not explicitly mention cryptocurrencies, which are not regarded as legal tender in Belarus. nevertheless, it effectively regulates the reporting of cryptocurrency flows.
The obligations of organizations conducting token sales and the exact approaches to assessing the cost of "digital tokens" are also defined in the ministry's decree. The rules apply to private entities and not to the state-owned banks or government institutions. The new standard classifies "cryptos" according to their acquisition and intended use. Tokens acquired through initial coin offerings (iCos) are referred to as "investments. " They should be debited as either "long-term financial investments, " if their circulation period exceeds twelve months, or as "short-term financial investments. " Their amounts must be credited in the accounting balance sheet under "settlements with different debtors and creditors" and "other income and expenses. " if tokens are purchased for subsequent sale, by a trader or an exchange, they have to be reported in the "goods" debit account and under the following credit accounts: "settlements with suppliers and contractors" and "income and expenses for current activities. " Digital tokens acquired as the result of mining operations or as remuneration for verification of crypto transactions are to be recorded under the "Finished goods" debit account and also as "main activities" in the credit section of the balance sheet.
The new regulations include measures to simplify procedures regarding foreign trade and the hiring of foreign nationals by the residents of the high Technology Park. employees and investors in the high Technology Park will not be required to apply for work permits. They will also benefit from a special visa-waiver regime and will be granted temporary residence status in Belarus. in 2018, a special Council for the Development of the Digital economy was created. President lukashenko also introduced the creation of a ministry of the Digital economy. The new department may be set up very soon. This demonstrates that Belarus wants to become a new financial hub in the eeu, and even in europe. The number of new registrations with the high Technology Park increased by about a quarter in 2018. residents of the high Technology Park now work in 67 markets around the world. Belarus is becoming more popular among russian iT and financial experts. While the new regulations create favorable conditions for foreign investment and technological development, there are several critical points to consider. The first and main one is that Belarus may become merely a crypto-offshore zone. The decree also does not solve the problem of paying salaries and bills with cryptocurrency.
The Republic of Kazakhstan. in the law of the republic of Kazakhstan "on Currency regulation and Currency Control" there is a definition of currency, and it is as follows:
Currency is the monetary units accepted by states as legal means of payment, or official standards of value in cash and non-cash forms, in the form of banknotes, treasury bills and coins, including those from precious metals (including those withdrawn or withdrawn from circulation, but subject to exchange for banknotes in circulation), as well as funds in accounts, including international money governmental or units of account.
Thus, the legislation of Kazakhstan defines an exhaustive list of funds that may be attributed to the currency. This rule, which defines the concept of currency in Kazakhstan, is fundamental, and the prevention of digital technologies in it as a means of payment (currency) gives the right to classify cryptocurrency as property.
The national Bank of the republic of Kazakhstan in its information message of 16 January 2017 noted the following:
in Kazakhstan, organizations currently providing investment services for the population using cryptocurrencies are functioning. Participants who have given money in favor of these organizations do not have legal guarantees for the return of the invested money, because in accordance with the civil legislation of the republic of Kazakhstan, entry into this organization and the transfer of money by individuals occur on a voluntary basis and without any reinforcement by documentary procedures.
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The position of the national Bank of Kazakhstan is largely determined by the adopted course on countering financial pyramid schemes. in may 2018, the President of Kazakhstan called for a joint study with other countries on the possibility of adapting digital money to the financial system and developing common rules for regulating cryptocurrency. it can be assumed that at this stage of development of the economy of Kazakhstan the regulation of cryptocurrency at the legislative level will have a positive impact not only in the sphere of entrepreneurship but also in other areas of the state and society.
The Kyrgyz Republic. The national Bank of the Kyrgyz republic has recommended that the citizens of the country refrain from using cryptocurrency and not take cryptocurrencies as payment for goods, services and work. Citizens investing their funds in cryptocurrencies must fully and clearly understand and assess the risks and possible financial losses, and losses incurred, in the funds invested in cryptocurrency.
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Despite the tough official position of the national Bank, in 2018 Kyrgyzstan prepared to issue a national cryptocurrency. Kyrgyz authorities had decided to engage in the development of gold mines, and for this the state needed private investment. The project name is goldenrock. To raise money quickly, it was decided to use cryptocurrency. This is the first such state project in the countries of the eurasian economic union to do so. each token of goldenrock will be provided with a gold equivalent. after the development of the field, the owner of the token will be able to exchange it for gold metal. at the time of the writing of this paper, the decision on the exact price of the token had not yet been made.
By order of the Prime minister of Kyrgyzstan, the local state company Trading house Kyrgyzstan (TDK) was appointed responsible for the implementation of the project. it will generate cryptocurrency tokens at its facilities. The main trader of goldenrock will be the russian company Crypt nn. iCo is an analogue of iPo (initial Public offering) -the initial public offering of shares of a company on the stock exchange in the traditional economy. This is the process of issuing tokens (digital certificates -the equivalent of stocks on the traditional financial market) and placing them on a cryptocurrency exchange. Placement on the stock exchange will be handled by the main trader Crypt nn.
since the TDK shareholder is the state, specific iCo parameters are at the stage of coordination with the government. The government of Kyrgyzstan hopes to receive between $5 million and $40 million by iCo. The TDC invests this money in the development of a gold field with reserves of 40 tons. if the project is successful, the next stage will be investments in agricultural projects.
according to the head of the working group of the Central Bank of russia on cryptocurrency issues, elina sidorenko, Kyrgyzstan has developed a good idea to attract investment. This approach is similar to the idea behind bonds and shows that modern digital technologies can make a smooth transition from the model of joint stock company to an iCo. The Republic of Armenia. at the time of the writing of this paper, the legislative basis for circulation of cryptocurrencies in armenia had not yet been created. in 2015, the Central Bank of armenia, following the experiences of the eeu countries, warned citizens about the risks of investing funds in bitcoins. since 2015 the situation and opinions about cryptocurrencies have been changing. analysis of the experience of the republic of Belarus had a significant impact on armenian legislators, with the result that a bill has been submitted to the national assembly of armenia and is aimed at liberalizing the circulation of cryptocurrency and excluding transactions from taxation.
The newly proposed draft bill "on Digital Technologies" provides the basis for cryptocurrency and mining in the country. This draft offers tax exemptions and allows mining without any licensing. mining companies may get other benefits such as preferential customs tariffs. if the bill is adopted, armenia may follow Belarus with a liberal approach to cryptocurrency regulation. (it is important to mention that georgia (armenia's neighbor in the south Caucasus) is a real pioneer in crypto legalization. The implementation of blockchain technologies there has been expanding for several years, in both the private and the public sectors. in fact, the first Bitcoin mining farm in the south Caucasus was set up in georgia, and since 2016 the georgian land register has been maintained with blockchain technology.) armenian authorities also announced plans to create a free economic zone for startups developing distributed ledger applications. Table 1 shows the results of the study. it presents a comparison of the characteristics of the approaches to the regulation of cryptocurrencies in the BriCs and eeu countries. The normative framework for regulating the circulation of cryptocurrencies was created only in the republic of Belarus. in the russian Federation, the law was passed in the first reading. There are no thematic laws in other BriCs and eeu countries; the position on regulation is voiced mainly by representatives of the central banks.
Approaches to Regulation and the Future of Cryptocurrencies
on this issue the range of opinions is broad. a number of scientists and representatives of the banking environment assess virtual currencies extremely negatively, equating them with "financial pyramids" and "bubbles."
19 Taking into account the high volatility of digital currency rates, a proposal has been made to limit access to such currencies in order to prevent speculation. 20 supporters of virtual currencies speak of a digital revolution, freedom and a decrease in dependence on intermediaries. one of the most important arguments in their favor is that "the digital economy needs a digital currency. " 21 here is the opinion of Yu. Kozenko:
The application of exclusively prohibitive measures to the sphere of creation and use of digital financial assets, in conditions of extremely dynamic development of appropriate approaches and technologies in developed countries, may turn into another century of backwardness for our country. 22 There is a largely negative and cautious attitude to this phenomenon inside the russian legal environment.
The Central Bank of russia proposed creating the first joint multinational cryptocurrency for the BriCs and eeC countries. By jointly adopting a new cryptocurrency all these states will be able to increase their investments in blockchain and smart contract technology, which will serve as the basis for creating a cashless society and improve the management of trade liquidity with substantial support from the new Development Bank (nBr).
if the initiative is adopted and implemented, the first multinational cryptocurrency could be used by more than 41 percent of the world's population. This could potentially increase the efficiency of trade between the states by replacing the local currencies that are currently being used for trade. and this could create a technological trading block that could change global trade through blockchain and the technology of smart contracts. Thus, several factors play a role here: speed of transactions, trust and reducing costs. Therefore, when we talk about the use of cryptocurrencies in the trade exchange between the countries that are members of BriCs and the eeu association, we realize that this can give a tangible, practical result. For the russian Federation such an initiative is very important, because it allows the development of trade even in the context of international sanctions: the use of cryptocurrency will limit the impact of the sWiFT system.
Creating a single supranational currency will mitigate volatility problems. modern digital currencies, such as Bitcoin, are not secured. Changes in supply and demand and the impact of positive and negative news lead to serious price fluctuations. in the case of the emergence of a single cryptocurrency within the framework of BriCs, a fundamentally new situation will arise. The rate of supranational cryptocurrency can be based on the exchange rate of the ruble, yuan, rupee and the Brazilian real, as well as, possibly, other national currencies. in this case, volatility will decrease. Based on blockchain technology, this cryptocurrency will be tied to the central banks of member countries, as well as to the financial policies that they enforce. accordingly, the cost of such a cryptocurrency will be determined by the value of the national currencies of the BriCs countries, and this will lead to stability. however, in order for this initiative to succeed, among other things, the transnational legislation of states in respect of cryptocurrencies must be updated simultaneously. Currently, there are significant differences between the laws of states that can potentially use a single cryptocurrency. The study allows us to identify the most important points that should be reflected in the legal framework:
1. The circulation of cryptocurrency should be anchored on a legislative basis. The absence of laws or their imperfection leads to chaos.
2. Prohibitions will not stop the development of cryptocurrencies. The digital economy needs digital money. The indian experience shows that the introduction of restrictive measures can result in acrimonious public debate and protests.
3. When drafting laws, it is necessary to take into account the experience of neighboring countries. The provision of a liberal regime by Belarus will facilitate the outflow of capital from the countries of the eurasian economic union.
4. The task of each state is to improve financial literacy and explain the risks of investing in digital assets. The possibility of limiting investments in digital assets to a certain amount can be justified, at least at the initial stage. Private investors need to understand that the value of digital currency is subject to fluctuations. The state cannot be responsible for the risks of investors. Being aware of the high volatility, it seems reasonable to determine the maximum amount of investment in digital assets for banks, pension funds and other institutional investors.
5. Transactions with digital assets are subject to accounting and taxation. at the first stage, the BriCs and eurasian european union countries may provide tax benefits. These actions should be coordinated. it seems that over time it will be necessary to introduce norms that will allow the taxation of income from transactions in the same way as transactions with securities is now organized. The tax base for cryptocurrency purchase and sale transactions may be determined as the excess of the total income received by the taxpayer in the tax period from the sale of the corresponding cryptocurrency over the total amount of documented expenses for its acquisition.
6. all countries that are part of BriCs and the eeu should work together to develop common approaches that prevent the use of cryptocurrency for criminal purposes.
Conclusion
on the basis of the comparative analysis, several approaches to the regulation of cryptocurrencies can be formulated. Within the conservative approach, either restricting or prohibiting cryptocurrencies is envisioned. China, south africa, Brazil and Kazakhstan are leaning towards conservative regulation. it should be noted that the implementation of a complete ban on this activity in the conditions of a global regulatory trend for the formal permission of such activities under special licenses may lead to the reduction of innovative projects in this area and transfer them to more transparent regulatory jurisdictions within the framework of BriCs or the eurasian economic union. This problem has already been faced by China.
Within the liberal approach, operations with cryptocurrencies are allowed, tax exemptions are made, and licensing and financial control requirements are lowered by the government. This approach was implemented in the republic of Belarus at the time of the writing of this paper, and the possibility of its application in armenia is also being considered.
The third approach, which can be called neutral, is common to the position of russia. Within this approach, it is necessary to find the best compromise in the legislative regulation of the cryptocurrency, determine its legal nature and the approach to licensing the activities of the market participants, and decide upon the taxation of transactions and revenues. also, special attention should be paid to countering the legalization of proceeds from criminal activities.
The russian state should not refrain from the legal regulation of new economic instruments. Within BriCs and the eurasian economic union, it is feasible to formulate similar requirements for the regulation of cryptocurrency, in order to avoid the migration of investments and capital to countries with a more liberal approach. on the analysis of the legislative base, and the evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of cryptocurrencies, the authors conclude that it is possible and feasible to create a single currency within the framework of integration associations. The use of a supranational cryptocurrency will reduce the dependence on the dollar and may have a positive impact on the economic development of the countries in BriCs and the eeu. at the same time, it is important to remember that, while adopting new laws and putting to use new technologies holds promise, cryptocurrencies cannot now replace traditional money and national currencies.
